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Abstract
Emerging problems across various domains – ranging from medical & biomedical sciences, engineering sciences,
environmental studies and the arts & humanities – involve the analysis of multiple image modalities obtained by capturing
a physical processs or object using diverse sensing modalities.
This talk introduces a new approach to multi-modal image representation, analysis and processing that leverages the fact
that high-dimensional multi-modal images often exhibit low-dimensional structure and correlations. In particular, inspired
by the role that sparse representations have played in image processing in the previous years, the foundations of the
algorithms are novel image models based on coupled dictionary representations, which, by capturing both structure and
relations between diverse image types, offer the means to develop new multi-modal image processing tools with
significantly better performance than the state-of-the-art.
The efficacy of the tools is illustrated in a number of applications, covering the art-investigation domain and beyond.
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